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ABSTRACT
Communication between a software development team and busi-
ness partners is often a challenging task due to the different context
of terms used in the information exchange. The various contexts
in which the concepts are defined or used create slightly different
semantic fields that can evolve into information and communica-
tion silos. Due to the silo effect, the necessary information is often
inadequately forwarded to developers resulting in poorly specified
software requirements or misinterpreted user feedback. Communi-
cation difficulties can be reduced by introducing amapping between
the semantic fields of the parties involved in the communication
based on the commonly used terminologies. Our research aims
to obtain a suitable semantic database in the form of a semantic
network built from the Stack Overflow corpus, which can be con-
sidered to encompass the common tacit knowledge of the software
development community. Terminologies used in the business world
can be assigned to our semantic network, so software developers do
not miss features that are not specific to their world but relevant to
their clients. We present an initial experiment of mining semantic
network from Stack Overflow and provide insights of the newly
captured relations compared to WordNet.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The most frequent issues of software projects are the requirements
comprehension and the establishment of a common understanding
among the different domain experts. The principal difficulty is
the usage of the same terminologies with different meanings and
contexts, along with the corresponding tacit knowledge, which is
usually not articulated during the elicitation process. This dilemma
exists between the developers and the customers in almost every
communication situation.

The problem exists not only between different organizations,
but also internally in a team leading to silo effects that have a
detrimental impact on productivity and efficiency. Communication
silos are well-studied phenomena in various fields of science, from
organizational psychology to engineering [8, 13, 15, 41]. One of the
biggest challenges in practical software engineering is to combat
the communication silos in projects with multiple different par-
ticipants from different organizations and/or domains not only in
the requirements engineering [14, 39] but in every communication
between the customers and the development team [43].

For the reconciliation of the different meanings and to catch the
corresponding tacit knowledge, a mapping of the different seman-
tic fields is needed. The notions used in a particular domain often
provide another or overplus meaning of the words denoting them.
The semantic field – also called the lexical field – is a set of lexemes
describing a conceptual domain along with the relationships with
each other [20, 22]. The semantic field can be represented by di-
rected graphs where the nodes are the terms related to the specific
notion, and the edges represent the relationship among the notions.
These constructions are called semantic networks [34]. Semantic
networks can also be used as a psychological model of the notions
of the world in the human mind [5, 25]. With the aid of semantic
networks, terms from different semantic fields can be matched to-
gether either directly or via a proper upper ontology [23, 26]. This
mapping process supports the recognition of the different proper-
ties of the meaning and the catching of the tacit knowledge among
the participant of different domains.

This paper presents a method that extracts the principal no-
tions used by software developers and creates the corresponding
semantic networks based on one of the most common semantic
relationships called hypernyms (’is a’ relationship). The dataset
used for extraction is the collection of Stack Overflow (SO) posts.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3387940.3392160
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The SO community has been making a significant effort to main-
tain the quality and professionality of the site [10, 38]. Stack Over-
flow is, on one hand, a community portal for programmers and,
on the other hand, a knowledge repository aimed to provide pro-
fessional support for programmers in their everyday work. Con-
sequently, the language and the conversations on SO reflect the
semantic field common among software developers making the
textual data of posts suitable for this research.

In this paper we introduce a mining method applied to Stack
Overflow to obtain a semantic network that represents specialized
domain knowledge for software engineering. For the demonstration,
we process 1.3million randomly selected sentences from SO, and use
WordNet, a lexical-semantic database for general English. Given the
differences between the two networks, we argue that an extended
network from the two sources could enhance understanding in
the presence of a tacit knowledge. Although the experiments are
performed on a sample data of SO, this preliminary analysis also
provides an insight into the geek language illustrated by examples.
The contributions of our work are the following:

• We present an algorithm for extracting the semantic rela-
tions from a specific database containing conversations and
discussions. Our method is highly insensitive to the occa-
sionally occuring weak usage of English.

• We build a semantic network from SO posts containing hy-
pernyms, the most common semantic relationship.

• We demonstrate the usability of the extracted network in
reconciling the discrepancies among the different domains
using WordNet.

2 BACKGROUND
One of the essential purposes of semantic networks is to highlight
the difference of a specific term in different semantic fields. Let us
consider the following example: the term value means a worth of
something or amount of something according to WordNet, whereas
in software engineering, value can also be a reference to an object
or the result of a function or even a reserved word.

In this section we briefly present our approach to represent se-
mantic networks and introduce two sources of semantic knowledge:
the WordNet network and the Stack Overflow website.

2.1 Semantic Networks
The human brain is an efficient information processing system
considering its flexibility and adaptability. The human memory,
particularly the long term memory, can be modeled in an organized
form called semantic network [3, 5, 16, 24]. Semantic networks
are graph structures where nodes represent the concepts via their
terms, and edges represent the links among those concepts. We
apply the definitional network approach [34], which is also closely
parallel with the semantic memory in the human brain [24, 25].
This structure is a model of the super-subordinate relations or, as
called in linguistics, hyperonym-hyponym relations. This bond is
also typical in object-oriented analysis and design, which is the
generalization-specification relationship, also called inheritance.

The relationship mentioned can be formulated as the following,
based on the definition from Gabor Melli 1: LetWP be the set of
1http://www.gabormelli.com/RKB/Hyponymy_Relation

word-phrases (words and group of words) in a particular natural
language, and let NP ⊂ W be the set of noun-phrases of that
language. Let C be a set of concepts, that is, the elements of themind
to which the mapping of objects in the world exists, whether these
objects are real or fictional. Let X ,Y ∈ NP and let P : WP → C be
a given mapping from the set of word-phrases to the set of concepts.
• Hyponymy relation holds between X and Y , denoted as
Hyponymy(X ,Y ) iffWP(X ) ⇒WP(Y ), butWP(Y )⇏WP(X ).

• Hyperonymy relation, denoted as Hyperonymy(X ,Y ) is the
inverse relation of the hyponymy relation.
These connection types provide proper insight into the notions

used in a particular domain. The set of concepts used in that domain,
along with their relationships, forms the semantic or lexical field
[20]. The semantic field is defined as the set of concepts or ideas,
where the concepts are symbolized using words and word struc-
tures, also called terms. These are models of objects in the world,
whether real or fictional. The relationships among these notions
can be represented via the semantic triangle shown in Figure 1[30].
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Figure 1: Semantic (Odgen/Richards) Triangle

Augmenting the above with the corresponding definition from
[11], our particular semantic network can be formulated as follows:

• Let C be the set of concepts or the semantic domain. Let also
be given the set of noun-phrases NP ∈ WP from a natural
language and the mapping P : WP → C from the set of
word-phrases to the semantic domain.

• The semantic network is defined as the following directed
graph of the terms: Let G = (NP ,E, s,d), where NP is the
set of nodes (the terms given as noun-phrases), E is the set of
edges. An edge e ∈ E exists between X ,Y ∈ NP ⇔ (X ,Y ) ∈
{Hyperonymy(X ,Y )}. The s,d : E → P(NP) are two func-
tions, referred as the source and destination functions, and
∀X ,Y ∈ NP : (X ,Y ) ∈ E ⇒ (X ∈ s(e) ∧ Y ∈ d(e)).

We consider only the hyperonym (and the implicitly given hy-
ponym) relations among the noun-phrases in our investigation.

2.2 WordNet
WordNet is an extensive lexical-semantic database of English. The
different words are grouped into sets of synonyms called synsets.
In WordNet, the synsets build those symbols that are mapped to the
set of concepts. The definition of the given concepts is also provided.
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There are 117,000 synsets, and each of them is connected to other
synsets based on various types of relations, like: Super-subordinate
relations also called hyperonymy and hyponymy among the noun-
phrases, meronymy (and implicitly the holonymy), which represents
the part—whole relationships among the synsets and antonymy by
which adjectives are organized. For complete view we refer to [28].

WordNet is a semantic network based on a directed hypergraph
in which the nodes are synsets, and edges represent the relations
mentioned above. The semantic network obtained in this present
study can be linked to WordNet by implementing a proper mapping
of the set of nouns in the noun-phrases (NP) vertices of our semantic
network to the synsets of WordNet containing the particular noun.
Using this mapping, we can discover an extended semantics of
a particular term using the relationships from the corresponding
synsets. WordNet, therefore, can play as an interface among the
different semantic fields.

2.3 Stack Overflow
Stack Overflow is a Q&A site with the main purpose of providing
answers to clear and well-described questions; SO is not intended to
support long discussions and chats [4]. Posts that fail to satisfy the
quality requirements established by the community are to be closed
and eventually deleted [38]. For closing or deleting posts, privileged
users can submit votes. Privileges are based on a reputation system,
where reputation points can be obtained by user activities. The
popularity of SO is well reflected by the 8,000 new questions every
workday. Based on the data published by SO on January 3, 2020,
the portal has more than 53 million monthly visitors, more than 18
million questions, and more than 28 million answers 2.

Stack Overflow can be considered as an extensive knowledge
repository in the software development domain. The reviewed posts
contain the knowledge and terminology used de facto among the
developers. This feature allows the mining of the semantics of terms
in this specific domain. Nevertheless, some critical issues should be
considered. Most of the posts contain code fragments, links, and
special characters. Besides, incorrect grammar also appears in some
cases, and appropriate evaluation of these posts can be ambiguous
for the community3. We apply special heuristics in this work to
filter out or correct false relationships, but we note that the most
accurate correction is undoubtedly the expert human review.

3 MINING PROCESS
The goal of the datamining process is the recognition and extraction
of terms along with their hypernym relations from the noisy dataset
of Stack Overflow. After the extraction we compose the semantic
contexts of terms in the form of a semantic network. The overall
workflow for the mining process can be seen in Figure 2. Posts
used in the mining process are extracted from the Stack Overflow
data dump created on March 4, 2019. We migrated this dump into a
PostgreSQL 10.10 database and used it for further processing. The
total number of imported posts is 43,872,992, and from these, the
amount of questions is 17,278,709. In this experiment we used a
sample of questions containing 1.3 M sentences randomly selected
after the preprocessing phase.

2https://stackoverflow.com/company
3https://meta.stackoverflow.com/questions/253780

3.1 Preprocessing the raw text
The objective of the preprocessing is to provide a cleaned input text
sliced into sentences for the mining process. The raw text contains
various elements that we first have to eliminate or simplify. Besides,
we have to ensure that the processed text contains only relevant and
accepted questions and answers. Therefore we only consider posts
obtained non-negative scores from the Stack Overflow community.
The preprocessing consists of the following steps:

• Stack Overflow posts with non-negative scores are collected.
• Code blocks are replaced with the string code example.
• Hyperlinks are replaced with the string link.
• Text is cleaned from the HTML tags.
• C++, C#, and F# as well as their lower case counterparts are
replaced with cplusplus, csharp, and fsharp, respectively.

• Some special characters are replaced with white space char-
acters but punctuation is retained.

• Multiple white spaces are combined into a single space.
• The text is then split into sentences.

We applied the Python Regex and BeautifulSoup packages. The
resulting sentences were written to a comma separated text file
(CSV), where each row corresponds to a single processed sentence.
137,441,012 sentences were prepared for the extraction process.

3.2 Mining semantic relations
Our extraction procedure follows the method proposed by Hearst
[17], who introduced lexico-syntactic patterns to catch hyponym
relations from free texts. These patterns were later extended based
on the patterns observed on various Web pages [33]. In our experi-
ments, we apply the following two common patterns for extraction:

• {NPt } (which) {is |was |are |were} {NPh }
• {NPh } { f or example |e .д.|i .e .} {NPt }

NPt denotes the hyponym part of the pattern, whereas NPh means
the hypernym member. We use parentheses for indicating optional
components of the pattern, and pipe (|) is used for signifying a
choice among more than one constituents.

For parsing a given input sentence, we applied the parser from
the module pattern.en by the Computational Linguistics & Psy-
cholinguistics Research Center [37]. The parser provides tokeniza-
tion, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, and chunking, i.e., grouping
consecutive words that belong together.

In the first stage of the transformation process, the words of the
sentences are checked against the set of valid English words. This
checking is due to the weak POS tagging of the technical terms,
which are considered as a proper noun. The annotated sentences are
then transformed into masked sentences, where noun-phrases are
replaced by the string ’NP’, and the corresponding tracking informa-
tion is saved. This is necessary for writing back the noun-phrases
later in the resulting relationships. As the input contains occasional
sentences with incorrect grammar and wrong punctuation, the
parser often splits the unified parts of noun-phrases into smaller
pieces. Besides, some words from the original noun-phrases, such
as the preposition of, were omitted from the phrases. Some possible
word parts of noun-phrases have to be checked whether they are
parts of lexico-syntactic patterns, and handled appropriately. In our
case, the word ’example’ must be checked whether it is part of the
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Figure 2: Mining process

do / 
    Build masked sentence

precondition = Previous state is not the START
    body = 
        append temp string to the masked sentence 
        append actual word to the masked sentence

clear temp string

do / 
    SaveWordToTemp

body = Append the actual word to the temp string

do / 
    SaveWordToTemp

body = append actual word to the temp string

entry / 
CheckCompounds

    precondition = Previous word in IN set
    body = 
        append previous word to the masked sentence 

remove it from temp string
do / 
    SaveTracks
    body = 

append temp string to the tracks
        increase track index
        clear temp

NORM
P_NP

NP

TRACK

w ∉ {pre_modifiers}\{"no"} ∧ w ∉ {nouns}
∨  (pr_word =  "for" ∧  w= "example" )

w ∉ {pre_modifiers}\{"no"} ∧ w ∉ {nouns}
∨  (pr_word =  "for" ∧  w= "example" )

λ transition

w ∈ complement( {nouns}∪ {POS} ∪
{IN} \ {"as","for", "example"} )

w ∈ {nouns}∪ {POS} ∪ {IN} \
{"as","for", "example"}

w ∈ {nouns}∧ (pr_word ≠ "for" ∨  w ≠ "example" )

w ∈ {nouns}∧ (pr_word ≠ "for"
∨  w ≠ "example" )

w ∈ {pre_modifiers}\{"no"}

w ∈ {pre_modifiers}\{"no"}

Figure 3: Extracting noun phrases

phrase ’for example’ and whether it follows a noun or something
else. In these cases, ’example’ is not part of the noun-phrases of our
interest. The procedure is presented in Figure 3.

After the above step, the input is ready for the extraction process,
which is performed using regular expressions written on the basis
of the lexico-syntactic patterns. Note that the extracted strings
contain the string ’NP’. These placeholders have to be converted
back to the corresponding original noun-phrases using the tracking
information saved in the preprocessing phase.

During the extraction process, the structure of the second noun-
phrases is examined. In case of the pattern {NPt } {is} {NPh } the
very first word of the NPh has to be a determiner. Those results
that do not follow this rule are filtered out.

The resulting noun-phrases are appended in a CSV file, where
the first element of each line corresponds to the hyponym part
followed by the hypernym part of the specific relation.

3.3 Postprocessing of the relations
As noted, the input may contain sentences using poor English
grammar. Word order errors have disturbing effects on the extrac-
tion process because this kind of mistakes might reverse the noun
phrases in the patterns, and the process results in mixed (the in-
tended and their inverse) relations. We applied heuristics to mitigate
this effect. We consider a proper noun as the hyponym part of a
given relation if the alternative member of the pair is other than a
proper noun. The remained pairs are checked against WordNet us-
ing the noun parts of the phrases for mapping. If WordNet suggests
the inverse relations, the elements of the pairs are reversed.

Although the input was thoroughly preprocessed and cleaned,
some unique strings still remained in the input text that have to
be removed from the results. Texts related to software engineering
often contain single letters denoting variables and constants. If the
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extraction process recognizes them as part of a hyponym relation-
ship, we have to remove them because they are not a general type of
any of these relations. Similarly, the possessive personal pronouns
specify the relations to a particular case, therefore they have to be
removed as well. The cleaned pairs were kept only in the case of a
real relationship; the left and right sides have to contain different
nouns along with their modifiers.

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The resulting pairs of the extraction are the edge list of the semantic
network under investigation. This network is represented as a di-
rected graphG , as described in Section 2. The direction of the edges
represents theHyperonymy relations: (A,B) ∈ {Hyperonymy(X ,Y ) :
X ,Y ∈ NP} represented as A → B. Let us consider the (’a salt’, ’a
string’) pair. In this case, it denotes the chunk ’the salt is a string’
, which means the salt is a specific string, a random data in the
cryptography used as an additional input for hashing functions,
hence the string is a generalization of the salt in this context.

We have extended the resulted set of edges using the WordNet
database. For every source of the edges, we considered the head of
that specific noun-phrase as a generalization of that noun-phrase,
and these generalizations have been added to the edge list. For
these generalized nodes, we have calculated all its generalizations
based on WordNet, and these new edges have also been added to
the edge list. Using the above example, the head of the source is
salt, which has many generalizations in WordNet, such as com-
pound, chemical_compound, flavorer, flavourer, flavoring, flavour-
ing, seasoner, seasoning, taste, taste_sensation, gustatory_sensation,
taste_perception, gustatory_perception. In this case, edges from the
node ’salt’ to every element above were added to the list of edges.

The graph representing the semantic network was created from
the set of edges using the networkx Python module4. This graph
contains edges extracted from Stack Overflow as well as edges
among the nodes of Stack Overflow and nodes of WordNet. The
networks has 41,501 nodes and 70,698 edges. Among the nodes
there are 5,001 that contain self loops.

Figure 4 presents a small subnetwork with edges representing
a connection between Stack Overflow and WordNet. The wealthy
meaning of a particular word can be recognized if the different
semantic domains are linked to each other. For example the node
salt can be connected to node compound which can be either the
compound key from the domain of software development, or an
acid from the domain of chemistry.

The Stack Overflow semantic network links software engineer-
ing terms together, sometimes representing deep domain knowl-
edge. On the contrary, WordNet captures the general meaning of
terms. The difference of the nature of the captured relations is
demonstrated in Table 1. The first column contains the general
term, and for each of these we present specific terms from the two
different sources in the respective columns. Well known notions in
software engineering like defect or hashing are linked to more spe-
cific terms compared to WordNet. Evidently, making a connection
between the two networks would facilitate the common under-
standing of communicating parties from different backgrounds.

4https://networkx.github.io
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Figure 4: Subgraph of the resulted semantic network

Figure 5 presents the degree distribution of the network. As can
be seen, the distribution approximately follows the power-law dis-
tribution, which is found in most social networks [6]. The average
clustering coefficient is low, 0.0039. The coefficient is calculated as

C̄ =

∑ λG (v)
τG (v)
n

,

where λG (v),v ∈ NP is the number of subgraphs ofG with 3 edges
(triangles) and τG (v),v ∈ NP is the number of subgraphs. The low
coefficient means that the network has only a few cliques.
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Figure 5: Degree distribution of the network
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Table 1: Differences between relations captured by Stack Overflow semantic network and WordNet

General term Stack Overflow WordNet

default consistent across browsers [delinquency]
weak password hashes des [ ]
a defect a bug [birth defect, congenital anomaly, congenital defect, congenital disorder, . . . ]
an accidental complexity the clunkier syntax [complicatedness, complication, knottiness, tortuousness, elaborateness, . . . ]
a one-way operation hashing [commission, idle, running, rescue operation, access, memory access, . . . ]

5 RELATEDWORK
Stack Overflow has been the subject of a vast number of research.
The quality of the posts, automatic tagging, or the human aspects
of the portal are well studied topics [7]. Questions violating the
community-established rules will be closed and eventually deleted.
Treude et al. [40] investigated whether a question received an ac-
cepted answer or remained unanswered. They found that some
categories have been answered more frequently than others, like
questions from novice developers. Ponzanelli et al. [27] studied the
effects of various quality metrics of the questions, which are related
to closing, whereas Tóth et al. [39] attempted to examine the qual-
ity of the questions based solely on their linguistic features. The
automatic tagging also played an essential role in recent studies.
Saini et al. [31] and Schuster et al. [32] developed a tag-prediction
method based on the words of the question, whereas Beyer et al. [9]
applied machine learning techniques to classify posts into seven
categories that served as a basis for tag designation.

Applications of semantic networks in the field of software en-
gineering have received more attention recently. These structures
have been investigated since the 1980s but software engineering
began to exploit the potential of these structures only in the 2000s.
Seitner et al. [33] have extracted hypernym relations from the Com-
monCrawl web corpus. Du and colleagues [12] have developed a
tool called OntoSpider to extract ontologies from a web site and
convert the pure HTMLWeb to SemanticWeb.Martino et al. [1] con-
ducted a comparison in terms of performance. The quality of NLP
result, OWL (Semantic Web Language) completeness, and richness
between definite-clause formalism and the Watson Relationship
Extraction service of IBM Cloud platform Bluemix were studied.
Vizcaíno et al. [42] focused on establishing standard vocabular-
ies among the participants of the development, whereas Wongth-
ongtham et al. [44] considered the issues of the multisite devel-
opments. In both cases, the aim of the research was to develop a
common concept base and consistent information exchange.

Tian et al. [36], Howard et al. [18], Shridhara et al. [35] and
Yang and Tan [45] investigated the semantic relationships of the
terminologies used in software source code. They found that in the
specific semantic area of the Software Engineering, the synonyms
between the words are different from the normal usage of those
words in English. The authors have worked out methods that can
extract these specific synonyms from source codes and the corre-
sponding comments. The results can also help identify the role of
the methods used in software, which supports the developers to
find a specific function or method during maintenance.

Rashwan et al. [29] applied the Support Vector Machine algo-
rithm for extracting non-functional requirements from SRS. The

extraction process is based on ontologies composed by the authors.
Balushi et al. [2] developed an ontology-based elicitation tool called
ElicitO that helps in the process of capturing precise non-functional
requirements (NFRs) specifications during elicitation interviews.
Mariza and colleagues [21] applied an ontology-based framework
to manage the conflict between usability and security requirements.
Kaiya and Saeki [19] used ontologies as domain knowledge to ad-
dress the completeness issue in requirements engineering. Their
early work of modeling the semantic field of a business domain
provided proof of concepts in the applicability of the approach in
the elicitation process.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Several methods and frameworks have been created for software
engineering to overcome obstacles constituted by communication
silos. The main symptom of the difficulty in the communication
between two domains is the partly different meanings of the com-
mon terms or the usage of those terms that are uniquely assigned
to a particular domain. In this work we mined a specific semantic
network containing the terms used by software engineers origi-
nated from conversations among developers. We used a sample of
posts from Stack Overflow to extract one of the most common rela-
tionships called hyponym/hyperonym relations. For comparison
of the meanings of the terms in different domains, we applied the
WordNet dataset, which contains the standard meanings of English
words. Using these two datasets, we have demonstrated how to
extend the meanings of a specific term, which provides a proof of
concept for its usage in software engineering, for example, during
the requirements elicitation process.

The extracted dataset can be downloaded from our online repos-
itory5. In the next step of this research we extend theis dataset
by mining the whole Stack Overflow, along with a broader set of
lexico-syntactic patterns. We intend to build a semantic network
from a different domain to demonstrate the usage based on possible
development scenarios.
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